
   

 
 
SAN SALVARIO SOUND STATION – diffusive musical laboratory  
Synthetic scheme 
  
San Salvario Sound Station was born with the will to encourage integration and multicultural 
education through music, a universal form of cultural expression, deep-seated in culture and 
identity but capable of influencing them, lightening the borders and bringing back the fluidity 
in a neighbourhood, that is represented as a natural scenario with initiatives that experiment 
with forms of fusion and social, artistic and cultural crossbreeding.  
Within the laboratory, which is addressed to the youth in particular, they find a place for 
bizarre and multicultural musical disciplines, curated by an educational staff with a high 
artistic level.  
 
The objectives of the project are:  

- giving to the youths of the neighbourhood and of the city musical courses of a high 
level accessible to everybody  

- guiding the formation of new and emerging musical professions  
- disseminating the knowledge and the practice of music as a space of social and 

cultural encounter  
- divulging San Salvario as the neighbourhood of music of Turin and the Piemonte  

 
The activities of the musical and diffuse laboratory:  
Formation ( set up of 6 musical laboratories, January/ June 2008) : 

- instrumental courses, where the instruments related to ethnic music of several types 
and origins from jazz, to pop and rock, electronic music and percussions  

- laboratories of music, where the most experts students can use their developed 
individual knowledge by playing in real and own specialized music bands  

- setting up two orchestras, one with young musicians, the other one with experts 
musicians  

 
concert and blitz musical program (may/ july 2008) carried out by a group of students, of 
teachers and of both, that will be developed within commercial activities, within the public 
spaces of the neighbourhood ant the one fo the Valentino. 
 
Communication and promotion 
The communication and information strategy forsees: a periodical production of illustrative 
leaflets and posters to promote courses and laboratories and the concert’s calendar, 
distributed through a campaign all over the city about long lasting attachments, press office, 
realisation of an appropriate section dedicated to the neighbourhood’s website with news and 
updates for the operators for media and the public  
 
 
The patnership:  
SAN SALVARIO SOUND STATION is realized by the Agency for the Local Development : 
I.C. Manzoni, Scuola Materna Bay, ASAI, Oratorio San Luigi, Parrocchia SS. Pietro and 
Paolo, Artintown, Teatro Baretti, Ass. Teatrale Orfeo, Alouanur, Gruppo Africano Cultura and 
Sport, Mergimtari, Bab Sahara, Ass. Argentino Italiana Piemonte ONLUS, Ass. Commerciale 
Borgo 8, Ass. Commercianti via Madama Cristina and Borgo San Salvario.  
It has received the contribution of Compagnia di San Paolo (Area Social Projects) within the 
area of vein “Ripensare lo spazio pubblico (Rethinking the Public Space), conceived to 
develop the connection between the articulation of the public space and social and cultural 
relations’ dynamic.  


